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Abstract: There are many researches about applying machine learning to robot. Robot uses sensors as input information for
learning. When robot performs various task, sensors which are used for each task is important. The reason is important sensors
for performing task are different in each task. Robot should use proper sensors for each task. Therefore, we will propose a
method which robot can autonomously make a choice of important sensors for each task. We define measure of importance
of sensor for task. The measure is coefficient of correlation between sensor value of each sensor and reward on reinforcement
learning. Robot decide important sensors based on correlation. Robot reduce learning space based on important sensors. Robot
can learn efficiently by reduced learning space.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, robots which have various sensors and ac-
tuators are appeared with development of hardware technol-
ogy. These robots is hoped to use for various task. In order
for robot to perform various task, there are many researches
about applying machine learning to robot[1]-[3]. Learning
for robot is to obtain correspondence between input and out-
put for achieving purpose. The input is information from in-
stalled sensors and output is action of robot.

Robot uses sensors as input for learning. The way of use
of sensors is important for task. When robot is used for var-
ious tasks, installed sensors which are used becomes a prob-
lem. The problem is that learning efficiency can be down
depend on the way of use of installed sensors in some tasks.
Because important sensors for performing task are different.
Robot has important sensors and unimportant sensors for a
given task. Input of robot is increase for unimportant sen-
sors. When input is increase, the number of corresponding
action which agent should learn to input increases. There-
fore, learning time increases by using unimportant sensors
for learning. As the result learning efficiency is down.

Therefore, robot should learn by using important sensors
only for efficient learning. To achieve this, robot should have
ability which robot makes a choice of important sensors for
task. Our purpose is to propose a system which robot can
make a choice of important sensors for any task and robot can
learn efficiently by using information from important sensors
only.

This system is effective to various task. Robot can make
a choice of important sensor for changed task by this system.
And information which robot should learn, which is corre-
spondence between information from sensors and action is
reduced. As the result, robot can learn efficiently.

2 CONCEPT OF MAKING A CHOICE OF IM-

PORTANT SENSORS
To make a choice of important sensor, robot needs mea-

sure of importance of each sensor for task. We focus on cor-
relation sensor value and degree of achievement of task as the
measure of importance of each sensor for task. Many tasks
have correlation sensor value and degree of achievement of
task. For example, in garbage collection task robot need to
approach a garbage to pick up it. Degree of achievement of
task is shown distance between the robot and the garbage,
and increases as the robot approaches the garbage. There is
a correlation between the degree of achievement of the task
and distance between robot and the garbage like this.

We show outline on fig.1. Fig.1 shows the case which
robot has 2 kinds of sensors, but robot can have more than
2 kinds of sensors. This robot has sensors and ability to
act. The robot recognizes environment around the robot by
installed sensors. Environment around the robot expressed
group of sensor value of each sensor. The robot collects sen-
sor value of each sensor and degree of achievement of task.

When robot act, sensor value of each sensor is changes.
Therefore, robot can collect sensor value of each sensor by
repeating action. Robot also collects degree of achievement
of task. Robot estimates degree of achievement of task based
on change of sensor value of each sensor. Environmental
information which robot recognizes changes before and af-
ter action. Therefore, robot can know whether changed sen-
sor value is good of not for performing task. In example
of garbage collection task, focusing on distance sensor for
garbage, when move for a garbage, the distance sensor value
reduces. When the robot recognize the reduced distance sen-
sor value, the robot can know current distance sensor value is
good for performing the garbage collection task.
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The robotfinds out correlation between sensor value of
each sensor and degrees of achievement of task. In fig.1,
robot finds out correlation about sensor 1 and sensor 2. There
are negative correlation and positive correlation. The robot
estimates important sensors which has negative or positive
correlation.

Fig. 1. The outline of making a choice of important sensors

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM ON REINFORCEMENT

LEARNING

3.1 Outline of proposed system

The proposed method are used for efficient learning.
Therefore, the proposed method is used in combination with
a machine learning method. In this paper, we apply rein-
forcement learning as learning method(RL)[4]. The reason
of applying RL is often adopted for experimental robots[5].

We show the system we propose in fig.2. In fig.2, the
proposed system is divided into two part. One is the proposed
method which robot makes a choice of important sensors.
Another is reinforcement learning.

In the proposed method part, robot makes a choice of im-
portant sensor for task based on correlations between each
sensor and degree of achievement of task. In RL, degree of
achievement of task is shown as reward. Robot collects sen-
sor value of each sensor and reward. Robot calculates cor-
relation between each sensor and reward. Then robot decide
important sensors based on correlation.

In reinforcement learning, robot learns proper action for
task. In this part, there are action evaluation part, creating
temporary Q-space based on important sensors part, and ac-
tion selection part. Action evaluation part is updating evalu-
ation for pair of state and action. State is composed of sensor
value of each sensor. In creating temporary Q-space based
on important sensors part, robot creates temporary Q-space
which is composed of important sensor only. In action selec-
tion part, robot select action for recognized state by sensor
based on temporary Q-space.

Fig. 2. The outline of proposed system

3.2 Decision of important sensors based on correlation
In proposed method, robot decides important sensors

based on correlation between sensor value of each sensor and
reward. Robot has sensor value of each sensor and reward
which robot has experienced as knowledge. But reward is
given for state-action pair. Therefore, there are some reward
pattern for a state by an increment of the number of action.
In this study, rewards for the state where robot experienced
are averaged. Averaged reward at states is r′s.

Robot stores sensor value of each sensor and averaged re-
ward as two lists in fig.3 and fig.4. There are state id and
sensor value of each sensor in experienced states list. The
state id is identification number. The list in fig.3 is an exam-
ple of experienced states list. There are state id and averaged
reward in averaged reward list. The list in fig.4 is an example
of averaged reward list.

When robot recognizes state which is not in experienced
states list, the robot adds the recognized state. Then robot
calculatesr′s and addedr′s, to the averaged reward list. When
recognized state is in the experienced states list, robot calcu-
latesr′s and updatesr′s at recognized state in the averaged
reward list.

Fig. 3. The experienced
states list

Fig. 4. The averaged reward
list

Robot calculates coefficient of correlation based on the
experienced states list and the averaged reward list.Cj as
coefficient of correlation of sensorj andr′i is calculated by
eq.(1).

Cj =

∑m
j=1(si,j − s̄i)(r′,i − r̄′i)√∑m

j=1(si,j − s̄i)2
√∑m

j=1(rj−r̄′ )2
(1)

Thei is identifyingnumber of sensor. Thesi,j is sensor value
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at stateid i and sensor idj at the experienced states list. The
rj is averaged reward at state idj in the averaged reward
list. TheCi is calculated for each sensor every action. Robot
decides important sensor by comparing|Ci| andTh. TheTh
is threshold to judge important sensor. When the|Ci| is over
Th, robot judges sensor as important sensor.

3.3 The way of use of important sensor for learning
Important sensors are used for selection of action in re-

inforcement learning. Creating temporary Q-space which is
composed only important sensor axes by reduction for unim-
portant sensor axes. Reduction for Q-space is learning space.
Reduction for Q-space is to project Q-values in unimpor-
tant sensor axes to Q-values in important sensor axes. Fig.5
shows an example of degeneration of Q-space. Important
sensor isS1, unimportant sensor isS2 in this example. Q-
values inS2 is projected to Q-values inS1. Projection is
addition Q-values inS2 to Q-values inS1.

Fig. 5. The projection for temporary Q-space

We formulate based on this outline. Q-value is averaged
reward by the number of experience of state-action pair. The
number of experience for each state-action pair can be differ-
ence. This difference means difference of confidence of Q-
value for state-action pair. Therefore, we consider weighted
averaging Q-value according to the number of experience.
To do this, we estimate total reward based on Q-value and
the number of experience for state-action pair. Temporary
Q-space is created based on total reward and the number of
experience for state-action pair.

Temporary Q-space is used for selection of action at cur-
rent state. Therefore, we consider projection at only cur-
rent state of robot. Current state of robot is shown as
S = e1,f , e2,g . . . , en,z. The e1,f meansf th sensor value
in sensor 1. States of important sensors are shown asS⋆ =

e1,f , e2,g. . . . .ep,k. States of unimportant sensors are shown
asU = ep+1,x, ep+2,y . . . en,z. Total reward of any action at
stateS (R(S, a)) is defined as eq.(2).

R(S, a) = R(S⋆, U, a) = Q(S, a)× E(S, a) (2)

The temporary Q-valueQ(S⋆, a) is defined as eq.(3). The
E(C,U, a) is the number of experience of state action pair
(S⋆, U, a).

Q(S⋆, a) =

∑
x

∑
y . . .

∑
z Rtotal(C,U, a)∑

x

∑
y . . .

∑
z E(C,U, a)

(3)

We applyϵ-greedy method for selecting action. Theϵ-
greedy method selects the action which has the highest Q-
value basically in current stateS. But the method selects an
action randomly with probabilityϵ.

3.4 The action evaluation
We apply weighted averaging method as action evalua-

tion method. The weighted averaging method evaluates by
giving weight to reward which robot obtains recently. When
current state of robot isS and the selected action isa, Q-
value(Q(S, a)) is updated by eq.(4). Theαis step size pa-
rameter (0≤ α ≤ 1).

Q(S, a)← Q(S, a) + α [r −Q(S, a)] (4)

4 EXPERIMENT TO CONFIRM EFFECTIVE-

NESS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

4.1 Outline of experiment
In this section, we examine effectiveness of the proposed

system on computer simulation. Environment for the exper-
iment is shown fig.6. This environment is grid field u×
u which is surrounded by walls. Length of both walls is
u squares. We prepare virtual robot which is called agent.
Agent has two distance sensors. One can measure distance
between current position of agent and wall A in fig.6. An-
other can measure distance between current position of agent
and wall B. Agent can move up, down, right and left.

In this experiment, agent performs two kinds of task. One
is to depart from wall A. Another is to depart from wall A
and wall B. Agent can obtain reward according to distance
from wall A or both walls. Agent is allocated upper left of
environment. When agent movenact times, task is finished.

We confirm effectiveness of the proposed system by com-
paring the proposed system and ordinary RL. Therefore we
prepare two types of agents to compare. One is applied the
proposed method. Another is applied the RL only. In the case
of the RL only, robot uses all installed sensors. We compare
these agents in obtained total reward after movingnact times.

Fig. 6. The environment for the experiment

4.2 The setting of this experiment
We explain about reward for each task and show param-

eter settings. First, we explain about reward for each task.
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In taskA, agent can obtain higher reward with increasing the
distance between current position of agent and wall A(dA).
Reward of task A is defined in eq.(5).

r = dA (5)

In task B, agent can obtain reward based ondA and the
distance between current position of agent and wall B (dB).
Agent can obtain higher reward with increasing bothdA and
dB. Reward of task B is defined in eq.(6)

r = dA + dB (6)

We show parameter settings of this experiment at table.1.

Table 1. The settings of experiment
u 20
nact 20000
ϵ 0.1
α 0.7

initial value of Q-value 0
Th 0.6

4.3 Resultand consideration of the experiment
We show result of experiment fig.7 and fig.8. First, we

discuss the result about task A. Fig.7 shows obtained reward
of agent at each action. The proposed method shows higher
convergent of reward than reinforcement learning under 5000
actions. The reason is that robot could select proper sensor
for learning by the proposed method. Temporary Q-space has
more information than Q-space because of projection of Q-
space. The agent using temporary Q-space was easy to select
proper action for recognized state.

Next, we discuss the result about task B. Fig.8 shows ob-
tained reward of agent at each action. The proposed method
was unstable in early phase of learning(under 5000 actions).
The reason is that agent which was applied the proposed
method spent times to estimate important sensor. Reward in
task B is depend ondA anddB . Agent need to collect more
sensor and reward data than the case of task A. In early phase
of learning, agent selected unimportant sensor because of a
lack of sensor and reward data. Therefore reward of agent
which was applied the proposed method was lower than agent
which was applied reinforcement learning only.

From these result, the proposed method is effective in the
case of task which agent uses a part of installed sensor of
agent. In the case of task which agent uses all installed sen-
sors of agent, performance of learning in the case of the pro-
posed method is lower than in the case of use of all installed
sensors. But agent which is applied the proposed system can
change sensors according to importance of each sensor to a
task. The agent can learn faster depending on task.

Fig. 7. Obtained reward at
each action in task A

Fig. 8. Obtained reward at
each action in task A

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the method which robot makes

a choice of important sensors for a task. We constructed a
system which is composed proposed method and reinforce-
ment learning. This system is that robot can learn efficiently
by the proposed method. We examined effectiveness of the
constructed system on simulation. From result of simulation,
we confirmed effectiveness of the constructed system and the
proposed method. We confirmed robot can learn efficiently
by making a choice of important sensors. We will attempt
to install this proposed system into actual robot and examine
effectiveness as our future work.
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